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LEGAL AID: NEW MEXICO'S UNFULFILLED
RESPONSIBILITY
A Zuni Indian woman purchased a coffeemaker from a traveling
salesman in her village. When she read the contract and promissory
note she had signed, she learned that she had also purchased a 17piece pots and pans set costing almost $500. The contract had been
blank at the time she signed it.
One of her neighbors met with another salesman. She believed she
had only purchased a pots and pans set, when actually she had signed
a contract and note obligating her to buy a set of china as well. She
had been told the china was a free gift, but unfortunately for her, at
the time she signed the contract it had been blank. The price she
agreed to pay was about four times the actual retail value of the
merchandise. It also included over $125 in undisclosed finance and
shipping charges.
Over 50 families in Zuni Pueblo were sold kitchen utensils and
sewing machines under similar circumstances. "Unbreakable" china
sets arrived broken. "Free gifts" appeared as purchases upon contracts that had been blank at the time they were signed.
These families now are plaintiffs in a suit seeking to have the
contracts rescinded and recover their money.
Until the spring of 1970, the Gallup Detention Center was being
used to house upwards of 200 prisoners, in facilities designed to
handle 60. Evidence produced at trial before a federal district court
indicated that the jail was lice infested, mattresses were dirty, toilet
facilities were inadequate and often inoperable and the food was
substandard. Only after a suit, filed on behalf of 180 persons, did the
city improve its facilities.'
These matters came to the attention of a court because legal aid
attorneys were available to see that they did. The people involved
were indigent. Had free legal counsel not been available, the abuses
would have gone uncorrected. Unfortunately, there is no legal aid for
the poor in much of New Mexico to see that such abuses are corrected. Six legal aid programs exist in the state-two in Albuquerque,
one in Santa Fe, one in Sandoval County, one on the Navajo Indian
Reservation and one on the Zuni Indian Reservation. But when the
"pots and pans man" hits Mora, for example, no attorney
will be
there to help the poor families vindicate their rights-not even a
private one, because no attorneys are located in Mora.
Where there is no legal aid program, attorneys are usually not
1. See Comment, Prisonersare People, 10 Natural Resources J. 869 (1970).
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available to help solve marital problems, consumer and employment
problems, housing disputes and administrative matters such as welfare and social security for the poor. This situation is not uncommon
in much of New Mexico.
The purpose of this note is two-fold: first, to survey existing legal
aid programs and see how they operate; and second, to determine
New Mexico's need for additional programs and to determine what
kinds of programs may fill these needs.
I. PRESENT PROGRAMS
Albuquerque
2
The Legal Aid Society of Albuquerque has furnished legal services to Bernalillo County's indigents since 1947. Since the advent of
the War on Poverty in 1965, the Society has operated on an Office of
Economic Opportunity grant now totalling over $220,000, as well as
continued local funding, which has allowed it to expand its facilities
from one office to three neighborhood offices, one neighborhood
intake station, and a central office housing the administrative staff, a
law reform unit and another neighborhood office. The program's
staff includes a full-time director, eleven full-time staff attorneys,
3
four Reginald Heber Smith Fellows, three full-time law clerks and
twelve secretaries. Each neighborhood office houses two attorneys,
who handle the routine "neighborhood" practice, i.e., family problems, consumer and employment problems, housing disputes and
administrative matters such as welfare and social security. Family
problems-primarily divorce and annulment- comprise the single
largest factor in the caseload, 45%. Consumer and employment problems make up 19%, housing disputes 8% and administrative matters
4
7%. Juvenile and miscellaneous problems make up the remainder.
2. Unless otherwise indicated, the source for information about the Legal Aid Society of
Albuquerque is an interview with William Fitzpatrick, Chief Counsel, in Albuquerque, Sept.
17, 1970.
3. The Reginald Heber Smith Community Lawyer Fellowship Program provides approximately 470 recent law school graduates and young lawyers to the more than 265
OEO-affiliated law offices in the United States. The program's goals include (1) reform of
administrative procedures that are adverse to the poor; (2) rendering advice and representation to organized groups and individuals in poor communities; (3) undertaking test case
litigation to alter existing statutory and common law that is adverse to the poor; and (4)
assisting in the economic and social development of poor communities. United States Office
of Economic Opportunity, Reginald Heber Smith Community Lawyer Fellowship Program
2 (1970) (brochure explaining the program to prospective applicants, available at the University of New Mexico School of Law).
4. Report from Legal Aid Society of Albuquerque to OEO (Sept. 15, 1970). Compare
the caseload with the breakdown for all OEO Legal Services Programs in 1968: Family
problems 35%, consumer and employment problems 18%, housing disputes 8%, administrative matters (primarily welfare) 7% and juvenile and miscellaneous cases 32%. Hearings on
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The law reform unit pursues exactly what its name implies and it
exists as a testimonial to the OEO policy of seeking the reform of
substantive law in the interest of the poor.' The primary vehicle for
such reform is the test case, which reaches the law reform unit
through a neighborhood office. The idea is to challenge a specific
point of law that discriminates against the poor as a class. Legal Aid
Society (LAS) is increasingly emphasizing the use of test cases as the
means best suited to benefit the greatest number of people, given its
limited resources.
On its present budget, LAS is meeting only about 15% of the need
that exists for free legal services. Yet, intake of new cases has been
limited to one day a week in some offices in order to keep the
caseload down to a workable size. The increased emphasis on law
reform has become a necessity in an effort to aid more people.
Any resident of Bernalillo County who earns $2100 or less per
year is eligible for free services. For a married couple the maximum is
$2700, plus $400 for each dependent. Thus, a family of four qualifies with an annual income of $3500 or less. The standards are not
absolutely inflexible. Exceptions may be made for extenuating circumstances, such as protracted unemployment or illness.
Although a qualifying individual or family is entitled to free legal
service, he is expected to pay "filing fees, court costs and other
necessary expenses of litigation whenever possible." 6 If the client is
unable to pay such expenses, and cannot qualify to proceed in forma
pauperis, LAS will pay these costs.
Any applicant who is found ineligible is referred to the referral
service of the Albuquerque Bar Association. Ineligibility occurs when
the case is potentially fee-generating or when the income of the
client exceeds the maximum limits.
When a conflict of interest 7 arises, one of the clients is referred to
one of the private attorneys on the LAS panel of volunteers. Just as
when a staff attorney handles a case, the client is expected to pay
court costs if he can. The legal services are donated at no cost.'
There has been controversy over LAS at times during its existence.
At the time of its organization some opposition from loan companies
the Legal Services Program of the Office of Economic Opportunity Before the Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 101 (1969).
5. OEO, Guidelines for Legal Services Programs 23 (1966).
6. LAS Budget (1970) (available from LAS, Albuquerque, New Mexico).
7. The most common conflict of interest arises when LAS is asked to represent both
parties in a divorce.
8. Contribution of professional services goes toward the requirement that 20% of LAS's
funding must come from local sources.
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and attorneys in small and marginal firms developed. The fear was
that LAS would be damaging economically to these groups. Opposition arose again, apparently for the same reasons, when LAS began
to take bankruptcy cases.
In 1966, a group of about 70 lawyers in New Mexico organized
itself into the Lawyers' Association-the group that9 "bears the torch
for client-choice" legal aid plans. It opposed LAS, with the stated
purpose to "preserve and encourage the free and unfettered practice
of law."''0 The Association objects to LAS, because it believes LAS
to be a form of socialized law.' 1
The Legal Aid Society's most recent controversy resulted in the
loss of its annual contribution of approximately $25,000 from the
Albuquerque United Community Fund (UCF). The dispute arose
when the Albuquerque Police Department threatened UCF with
withdrawal of its support unless the LAS director, William Fitzpatrick, retracted a statement which the department felt had publicly
belittled it. 1 2 Fitzpatrick refused, and an internal dispute ensued
between Fitzpatrick and the executive committee of the LAS board
of directors, which also felt that Fitzpatrick should retract his statement." 3 Although the board attempted to fire Fitzpatrick, the membership of LAS rallied enough support to replace many of Fitzpatrick's opponents on the board of directors with more sympathetic
members. Fitzpatrick was retained, but at the loss of its UCF funding
and much of the support of the local bar association. Lawyers no
longer constitute a majority on the board of directors, although OEO
would prefer that they did.' "
As a "spontaneous reaction" to the controversy, the Albuquerque
Bar Association organized its own legal aid service-Albuquerque
Judicare, which is funded by a $25,000 grant from UCF." s
9. Interview with David W. King, Chairman, Legal Services to the Poor Committee of the
Albuquerque Bar Association; member, The Lawyers' Association, in Albuquerque, Aug. 28,
1970.
10. Interview with David F. Boyd, Jr., Executive Secretary, The Lawyers' Association, in
Albuquerque, Sept. 1, 1970.
11. King, supra note 9.
12. The Committee for Social Action-an organization unrelated to LAS-distributed a
pamphlet suggesting that anyone who felt he was being harrassed by the Albuquerque police
could get help from LAS. Fitzpatrick stated that although the pamphlet was not distributed
by LAS he personally agreed with it. Members of the Albuquerque Police Department felt
the pamphlet inferred that the department was actually harrassing some people and for
Fitzpatrick to accept the pamphlet amounted to a similar accusation on his part.
13. Interview with John D. Robb, member, Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of LAS, in Albuquerque, Oct. 19, 1970.
14. Cf.OEO Legal Services Program, Justice, First Annual Report to the American Bar
Association 8 (1966).
15. Boyd, supra note 10.
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Albuquerque Judicare'6 will begin operation January 1, 1971
with a volunteer staff of over 100 private practicing attorneys. The
program's only expense is maintenance of a referral office staffed by
an executive director and a secretary. Here, all applicants are
screened to determine if their problem merits an attorney's attention
and if they are financially eligible. If so, they are referred to a participating attorney of their own choosing. Eligibility standards are the
same as LAS's, and the service is limited to residents of Bernalillo
County. Although legal services are rendered free of charge, the
client is expected to pay the necessary expenses of litigation. If the
case warrants an appeal, the attorney will handle that as well with no
charge for his services. An attorney may refuse to handle a particular
case if he feels it has no merit. If he does refuse, the client has the
right to see one more attorney. If the second attorney also feels this
way, the client may have his problem reviewed by an executive committee. The committee has the final word on the meritability of the
case.
Judging from previous experiences, it has been predicted that Judicare will not be successful unless it is able to get the funding from
OEO that is presently going to the Legal Aid Society of Albuquerque.' Approximately one-fifth of Albuquerque's lawyers have
volunteered to serve on Judicare. Unless federal funding can be
obtained so that the lawyers can be paid and more lawyers brought
into the program, those presently enrolled will gradually drop out
and Judicare will have to close its doors.' 8
Santa Fe
The Legal Aid Society of Santa Fe' 9 was incorporated as a nonprofit corporation on August 25, 1970, "to secure justice for those
[residents of Santa Fe County] who cannot pay the cost of legal
services," 2 0 i.e., anyone who is a recipient of public welfare and/or
food stamps, or who has an annual income of not more than $2100.
In the case of a married applicant the maximum annual income may
be $2700, plus $650 for each dependent.
At present (December 1, 1970) the office has just begun operation
and is staffed by a full-time attorney-director, an assistant part-time
16. Unless otherwise indicated, the source for information about Albuquerque Judicare
is an interview with David W. King, supra note 9.
17. Robb, supra note 13.
18. Id.
19. Unless otherwise indicated, the source for information about the Legal Aid Society
of Santa Fe is an interview with Arthur Lucero, Reginald Heber Smith Fellow, LAS of
Santa
Fe, in Santa Fe, Oct. 21, 1970.
20. Certificate of Incorporation and By-laws of Legal Aid Society of Santa Fe 1 (1970).
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attorney, a legal secretary and a legal secretary trainee. In addition,
the Society is supplied with a Reginald Heber Smith Fellow by OEO,
who concentrates on law reform. His salary is not paid by the Society, and he is not responsible for day-to-day caseload.
Legal Aid Society's (LAS') target area is the entire county of
Santa Fe, with primary emphasis on that area of the city of Santa Fe
of the local Model Cities
known as the Model Cities area. LAS is part
2 ' in contrast to most legal
agency,
office and is funded through that
aid programs which are OEO funded. LAS is one of only three legal
services programs in the nation funded through Model Cities. It is
common among New Mexico
100% federally funded, which although
22
nationally.
programs, is relatively rare
The Society's contract with the City of Santa Fe requires, in addition to case-by-case representation, that the Society engage in law
reform work, seeking such things as legislative change, correction of
administrative rules and practices and judicial reform. Also, it has an
obligation to participate in the organization of associations and other
entities which are designed to allow the poor to help themselves. The
contract stipulates that although legislative change is desirable, a substantial part of the Society's time should not be spent trying to
influence legislation. LAS is obliged to develop a program of preventive law, i.e., a program to educate and inform target area residents
of their legal rights and obligations. The contract provides that the
intent of the program is "to develop in residents an increased awareness of the advisability of seeking legal and financial counselling prior
to entering into economic transactions and other transactions of
major consequence." The program will be implemented by the distribution of pamphlets and newsletters and by public speaking engagements of the staff attorneys.
LAS' general management is vested in a 32-member board of
directors. Members represent the Model Cities area citizens, the local
bar association, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Consumer
Protection Division of the Attorney General's office and the Santa
Fe Community Action Agency (OEO). The board's president must
be a lawyer.
Sandoval County
23
Serving New Mexico's poorest county is Sandoval County Legal
Cities and
21. The Model Cities Program was enacted as part of the Demonstration
coordiMetropolitan Development Act of 1966, 80 Stat. 1255, to "provide a large-scale
in selected
nated attack upon the fundamental problems of blighted urban neighborhoods
Program:A
cities of widely varying sizes in all parts of the nation." Hetzel, The Model Cities
(1969).
107
Briefcase
27
Skills,
Legal
for
New Opportunity
22. Fitzpatrick, supra note 2.
23. Per capita income in Sandoval County was estimated at $991 per year in 1967,
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Services, Inc., 4 operating out of an office in Bernalillo. The program's $50,000 budget provides an attorney-director, an assistant
director (who is not a licensed attorney), two secretaries, and occasionally a part-time law clerk.
The attorney travels to Cuba once every two weeks to meet with
clients at the local community center. Earlier in the program's existence branch offices were also maintained in Jemez, Corrales and
Pena Blanca, where an attorney made regular visits, but a lack of
volume necessitated discontinuing this service. A lawyer will now go
to Jemez, Zia and Santo Domingo pueblos if a sufficient number of
clients have appointments. Clients from the Corrales and Pena Blanca
areas must travel to Bernalillo.
Legal Services' caseload is typical of most legal services programs.
One quarter of the problems handled are administrative -predominantly welfare. Another one quarter (23%) are family problems
-mostly divorce and annulment. Approximately 20% of the caseload
is made up of consumer and employment problems. 2"
The program's major obstacle has been that of overcoming the
reluctance of the county's Indians to use the offered services.2 6 The
various tribal governments will not permit outsiders to practice before the tribal courts and have sometimes resented the representation
of individuals in outside courts. A major set-back in relations with
the government of one of the pueblos occurred when Legal Services
represented an individual in federal court in a civil rights action
against his tribe. In order to improve relations, Legal Services is
presently negotiating to add one representative from each pueblo to
its board of directors. Individual Indians have traditionally been
rather distrustful of Anglo law and usually will not come to the
program for help. A "wait-and-see" attitude has been adopted, apparently to see how successful the program will be.
Legal Services' standards for eligibility are lower than those of
New Mexico's other programs. A single individual with not more
than $1800 in annual income is eligible. For a married couple the
compared with an annual per capita income for the entire state of $2419. DeBarry, New
Mexico Studies in Business and Economics, No. 17-Income and Employment in New
Mexico, 1966 & 1967 21 (1969).
24. Unless otherwise indicated, the source for information about Sandoval County Legal
Services, Inc., is an interview with David R. Gardner, Director, in Bernalillo, Oct. 9, 1970.
25. Report from Sandoval County Legal Services, Inc. to OEO (Aug. 14, 1970). Compare
the caseload breakdown with national figures, supra note 4.
26. Although 42% of Sandoval County's population is Indian, Rand McNally, Commercial Atlas 311 (96th ed. 1966), only 15% of Legal Services clients are Indian. Most of
the Indians in the county fall within the program's eligibility standards. Eighty-one percent
of the Indian families earn less than $3000 per year. Saers, Poverty in Northern New
Mexico 10 (1965) (unpublished paper on file with Hufbauer, Professor of Economics,
University of New Mexico).
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maximum is $2400, plus an additional $500 for each dependent. A
certain amount of discretion is permissible in determining eligibility.
Factors such as assets, major debts and employment status may be
considered. Although the financial guidelines are lower than those
for other programs, it is unlikely that raising them would increase the
caseload significantly.
As previously noted, Sandoval County is the poorest in New Mexico. Fifty-eight percent of the county's families earn less than $3000
per year. 2 Because of the poverty, Legal Services is 100% federally
funded. OEO normally requires about 20% local funding but waives
the requirement in depressed areas-usually for programs on or near
Indian reservations.
Even if a client is found eligible for free legal service, he is expected, if possible, to pay any necessary filing fee. It is felt that the
client will take the case more seriously if he has some financial stake
in it. Other expenses, such as for service of process and publication,
are paid for by Legal Services.
Those found ineligible for free legal service-either because they
have a potentially fee-generating case or because their annual income
exceeds the guidelines-are recommended to the referral service of
the Albuquerque Bar Association. Also, when a conflict of interest
arises and Legal Services is faced with representing both sides of a
controversy, one of the parties may be referred to the referral
service. In such a case Legal Services has a small fund available to pay
part of the legal fees of the attorney to whom the client is referred.
Since the fund is not large enough to pay all of even a normal fee,
the client must be able to find an attorney willing to donate most of
his time.
The volume of cases Legal Services handles is not as great as that
of many programs. At the end of the three-month period from May
1, 1970 to July 31, 1970 there were 162 open cases; at the end of
the immediately preceeding three-month period there were 129 open
cases. 2 8 Since two lawyers were on the staff at that time, the case9
load per lawyer varied from about seventy to eighty open cases.
This somewhat lower volume is attributed to the program's inability
to gain the trust of the county's Indians.
The Navajo Indian Reservation
The Navajo Reservation, covering 25,000 square miles in three
27. Saiers, supra note 26.
28. Report to OEO, supra note 25.
29. Compare with LAS of Albuquerque-100 open cases per lawyer; DNA-120 open
cases per lawyer.
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states, has 126,000 residents-most of them indigent. The average per
capita income is $600 per year. Dinebeiina Nahiilna be Agaditahe,
Inc. (DNA), 3" a non-profit Arizona Corporation provides legal services to these Navajos. The name, when translated, means "Attorneys
who contribute to the economic revitalization of the people."
DNA has five offices scattered through Navajo country. Two are in
New Mexico, at Crownpoint and Shiprock, and the remaining offices
are in Arizona. DNA's main office is at Window Rock, Arizona, 30
miles northwest of Gallup. Nineteen licensed attorneys and twentynine lay advocates, in addition to interpreter-investigators and secretaries, staff the various offices. The out-lying offices handle primarily
a day-to-day caseload. The main office at Window Rock, in addition
to a day-to-day caseload, handles significant test case litigation, has
an education unit that attends community and chapter meetings
making preventive legal education presentations, and has a business
law unit that trains "Navajos and attorneys in the techniques necessary to achieve the development of a private Navajo business sector." ' ' The lay advocates (non-lawyers) are Navajos who practice
before the tribal courts. It is estimated that 60% of DNA's work is
done by these lay advocates.
DNA-unlike most OEO-funded legal services programs-is not
limited to handling civil cases, and a full 20% of its caseload is given
to defending misdemeanor charges, about half of which are in tribal
court. The other major segments of the caseload are family problems
(mostly divorce and paternity suits), administrative matters (mostly
welfare) and consumer and employment problems (mostly sales contracts).
The volume of DNA's caseload (an average of 119 open cases per
lawyer and 113 per lay advocate) has forced the main office to close
its doors to new clients two days a week. This allows each attorney
to devote more time to work on his "bigger cases which will affect
many people," an important part of DNA's philosophy.
A single individual with an annual income of not more than $2000
qualifies for free legal services. For married couples the maximum is
$2500 plus $500 for each dependent. The standards are considered
somewhat flexible, and such factors as employment status, outstanding financial obligations, assets or property owned by the applicant
and the estimated cost of the particular legal services needed are all
considered in addition to his income. A person with an annual in30. Unless otherwise indicated, the source for information about DNA is an
interview
with Peterson Zah, Deputy Director, in Window Rock, Arizona, Oct. 7, 1970.
31. DNA, DNA Legal Services Program 18 (1970) (mimeographed report available
at
DNA, Window Rock, Arizona).
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come not substantially over the prescribed maximum will be deemed
eligible when, under the circumstances, he cannot realistically afford
to hire an attorney of his own.' 2 Although the standards are
stretched for some, most of DNA's clients fall well within the prescribed maximums. Seventy-four percent of DNA's clients have a
family income of more than $1500 below the "poverty line" (for a
family of four that would be $2000 or less per year); 16% of the
3
clients have family incomes above the usual maximum.
When a client is found to be financially ineligible, or to have a
potentially fee-generating case, he is referred to one of the private
attorneys on a panel maintained by DNA. One of these panels is
maintained in each of the counties DNA serves, and any member of
the state bar is eligible for membership, which requires an annual fee
of $10. In determining fees to be charged, the attorney must "take
into consideration the client's ability to pay, regardless of whether
3
such fee is fully compensatory to the attorney."
Cases involving conflicts of interests are normally not referred to
a private attorney. Most conflicts arise in tribal court, and the lay
advocates who handle the cases as well as the clients themselves do
not feel it improper for DNA to represent both sides. There are not
enough competent private lay advocates or enough Navajo lay advocates affiliated with the tribal legal aid service to which clients can
be referred. Since DNA operates in a unique cultural setting, it is felt
that acceptance of cases involving a conflict of interests is "in the
3
despite the
best interest of justice and the Navajo people,"
departure from usual standards of professional ethics.
DNA is 100% federally funded. The waiver of OEO's requirement
of 10%-20% local funding, signed by an OEO official in Washington,
D.C., noted that the per capita annual income on the reservation is
$600 and that total federal funding was necessary in order to have a
legal services program at all.
DNA's board of directors consists of 22 voting members, 17 of
whom are Navajos. The remaining 5 are Anglo lawyers or law professors. Each of the 5 DNA Agency Committees (made up of representatives from the community groups, or chapters, within the area
served by each office) elects two directors. These ten directors elect
nine more members. Three directors are appointed by the Navajo
Tribal Council. There are four non-voting members on the board:
32. DNA, supra note 31, at 17.
33. Report from DNA to OEO (July 15, 1970).
34. DNA, DNA Lawyer Referral System Rules 3 (1970) (mimeographed report available
at DNA, Window Rock, Arizona).
35. DNA, Development of DNA Policy on Conflict Cases 2 (1968) (mimeographed report available at DNA, Window Rock. Arizona).
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two represent the Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity (ONEO),
one is Chief Justice of the Navajo Tribe, and one is the DNA Program
Director.
DNA's program director (a non-lawyer) is Navajo, as is the
deputy-director. The program's original director was an Anglo attorney, but it was felt that much of the trouble existing between DNA
and the Navajo Tribe arose because the original director was not
Navajo.
Since April, 1969, after the Tribal Council refused to approve
refunding, DNA has been funded directly from Washington, D.C.-no
funds have passed through the local ONEO. At present (December 1,
1970), it is not known how DNA will continue to be funded, if at all.
It received a temporary grant of one-quarter its normal yearly budget
of $1,010,700 for the months of September, October and November,
1970, presumably to keep the program in operation until after the
Navajo Tribal elections. 3 6 Although the elections are now over, OEO
has not yet made a decision.
DNA's most vocal opponent had been the former Chairman of the
Navajo Tribal Council, Raymond Nakai. Nakai did not feel Ted
Mitchell, former DNA director, was fit to serve as director. Nor did
he feel that DNA should be funded in any other manner than
through the tribe. 3
The Tribal Council has apparently been resentful of DNA since its
beginning, primarily because it felt DNA was "changing things." The
tribe also resented the fact that DNA opposed it in tribal court. For
the most part these misunderstandings have been resolved. The feeling that DNA was trying to take over or destroy the tribal government has disappeared. The removal of Mitchell as director and his
replacement with a Navajo has relieved most of the pressure,
although Mitchell has been retained as a staff attorney. The only
apparent point of disagreement now is continued direct funding. It is
felt the tribe wants to have more control over DNA's activities.
Although established tribal officials have fought DNA, DNA has
been popular among the "people in the hogans." After the Tribal
Council refused to approve OEO refunding of DNA in March, 1969,
several chapters, as well as the DNA Agency Committees, sent resolutions to OEO in Washington, D.C., asking that DNA receive direct
funding so that it could continue to operate. 3 8
Opposition has come from not only the tribal government but
36. Interview with Albert E. Utton, Professor of Law, University of New Mexico School
of Law, member, DNA Board of Directors, in Albuquerque, Oct. 14, 1970.
37. Letter from Raymond Nakai to DNA, June 23, 1969.
38. DNA, Law in Action, Mar. 1969, at 1-6.
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neighboring communities as well. The mayor of Gallup recently complained to OEO concerning DNA and what he termed its "social
activism." The mayor does not feel that DNA is following OEO's
guidelines. "[S] ince DNA has sued the District Attorney, the City
Attorney, two local magistrates, the sheriff and officials of the
Gallup Police Department ... we feel they have extended themselves
3
Although the mayor recognized the need
beyond the guidelines."
he did not recognize the need for
Indians,
the
among
aid
for legal
"social activism." 40
DNA came under fire when it represented a group that was involved in demonstrations against the Gallup Indian Ceremonial during August, 1970. The Executive Secretary of the Ceremonial
Association accused Ted Mitchell, as a DNA attorney, of promoting
and leading the demonstrations that led to the arrests of two people.
DNA Director, Leo Haven, defended Mitchell and DNA, saying that
DNA merely advised the group concerning the law of free speech;
4
DNA "provided legal advice as requested by the clients.
The social activism for which DNA is criticized is real, DNA itself
cites many examples in its monthly newsletter, DNA in Action. It
has brought actions seeking to remedy unsanitary jail conditions in
Gallup; challenging Arizona taxation of Navajo income; seeking to
establish the Navajo Tribe's right to rule independently in extradition
cases; and challenging an Arizona court's right to jurisdiction in a
Navajo divorce. DNA helped the Navajo community of Ramah, New
Mexico, obtain funding to operate its own school-the first Indiancontrolled high school in the country. DNA helped people in the
Shiprock area petition Senator Clinton Anderson for a road. The
resulting bill appropriated $5 million. DNA has committed itself "to
work, within the limitations of a legal services program, to make the
necessary changes in the attitudes and substantive problems which
help to 4 perpetuate the poverty that pervades the Navajo Reservation.", 2
Zuni Pueblo
4
The Zuni Legal Aid and Defender Society I provides legal services
39. Gallup Independent, Sept. 9, 1970, at 6, col. 1.
40. Id.
41. Gallup Independent, Aug. 22, 1970, at 9, col. 4.
42. DNA, supra note 31, at 8.
43. Unless otherwise indicated, the source for information about the Zuni Legal Aid and
Defender Society is an interview with Louis G. Stewart, Jr., Director, in Zuni, Oct. 7, 1970.
Since this paper was finally written, all of OEO's programs -including Legal Aid-have been
ordered off the reservation by the Zuni Tribal Council. It is not known at this time (Dec. 1,
1970) whether Legal Aid will be allowed back independent of OEO, whether the office will
be funded through the tribe, or whether Legal Aid at Zuni is finished entirely.
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in both civil and criminal matters to the residents of Zuni Pueblo
(who number about 5,500) in McKinley County. Its one office
houses an attorney-director, a staff attorney, two Reginald Heber
Smith Fellows, an interpreter-investigator, a Zuni counsellor and a
secretary.
Eligibility standards are quite flexible. Almost the entire population of the pueblo is indigent and eligibility can almost always be
found. Due to the communal nature of living, most families are
large-it is not uncommon to find as many as 15 dependents. In the
rare instances when an applicant has been refused, both the husband
and wife have worked for an employer such as the federal government and have had substantial incomes.
The Society does little practice before the tribal court. The tribe
does not have enough money to provide counsel for the other party,
so most actions are heard by a tribal judge in a non-adversary setting.
In the past the Society paid lawyers from Albuquerque to represent
the opposing party, but this practice became too expensive and was
discontinued.
Test cases have been of little importance at Zuni, for two reasons.
Until recently there was not enough manpower to devote the necessary time. Also, the Zuni are traditionally non-agressive; no individual wants to stand out or distinguish himself. Thus, clients have
been reluctant to have their names attached to a test case.
There is indication that now that Legal Aid has two "Reggies,"
cases of greater significance will be pursued. The "Reggies" can leave
the everyday caseload to the staff attorneys. Also, the people themselves seem to be more willing to attach their names to actions challenging injustices (e.g., over fifty plaintiffs joined the "pots and
pans" suit described at the beginning of this paper).
Legal Aid has encountered little opposition since its organization
in January, 1967. It has had no real occasion to offend the merchants in Gallup as much of its work has been in defending criminal
defendants. Early misunderstandings with the tribe have been resolved-tribal officials had thought that Legal Aid was to represent
the tribe, not individuals, so when it represented an individual against
the tribe, hard feelings resulted. These have been overcome primarily
because Legal Aid no longer practices actively before tribal court.
The original board of directors was composed primarily of Zunis.
The board is practically non-existent today, however-another
example of the Zuni's traditional passivity. Unlike DNA, the Zuni
board of directors has not been faced with crises in which it appeared
the Society would be eliminated. Therefore, little interest in Legal
Aid has manifested itself.
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Legal Aid's most difficult problem has been that of educating the
people concerning the concept of "lawyer." Nothing like a lawyer
exists in Zuni culture. As people become increasingly familiar with
what Legal Aid is and what it offers, the role it plays in providing
legal services will presumably increase.
1I. NEED FOR ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS
The machinery of justice can be operated only through attorneys.., attorneys must be paid for their services ... and the poor

are unable to pay for such service. This is the great, the inherent and
fundamental difficulty-inherent because our legal institutions were
framed with the intention that trained advocates should be employed, and fundamental in the sense that no amount of reorganization or simplification, short of a complete overturn of the4 4whole
structure, can entirely remove the necessity for the attorney.
That was written in 1919. Today, the machinery of justice still
operates through attorneys, and the poor still cannot pay for their
services.
An argument has been raised, however, that poor people do not
have as many legal problems as wealthier people and therefore do not
need lawyers as badly. 4" Although it may be true that poor people
are normally not involved, for example, in traditional forms of property transactions such as real estate or corporate securities, other
forms of economic interests do "belong" to the poor and often
require legal attention and assistance. It has been suggested that such
things as job rights, social security, unemployment compensation,
public assistance, health insurance and retirement funds are forms of
4 6 The poor
economic wealth which can produce legal problems.
have legal problems in the landlord-tenant area, in civil rights, in
family law, in the consumer area and in numerous administrative
areas. 4 ' Although the poor may have different kinds of legal problems than our wealthier classes, it is inaccurate to say the poor do
not need lawyers as badly.
Of course, recognizing that poor people need lawyers is only the
first step in solving the problem. Lawyers must be made available to
them. The following discussion seeks to determine who the poor are
in New Mexico, and where they are, so as to determine how best to
provide legal services for them.
44. R. Smith, Justice and the Poor 8 (1919).
45. King, supra note 9.
46. Carlin & Howard, Legal Representation and Class Justice, 12 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 381,
388 (1965).
47. See Carlin & Howard, supra note 45; Marquette University Law School, Legal Counseling for the Indigent (1968).
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Poverty
A 1965 study 4 8 compared sixteen New Mexico counties with the
Appalachian region-thought to be one of the nation's most depressed areas. 4 1 It concluded that the sixteen counties-which it
actually more depressed than
called northern New Mexico5 0-were
Appalachia, comparing family income, unemployment, education
and rate of population growth. One-third of all Appalachian families
earn less than $3000 per year; in northern New Mexico 45.4% of all
families earn less than the $3000 minimum. Northern New Mexico's
per capita income is 49% below the national average, whereas Appalachia's is "only" 26% below. Northern New Mexico's unemployment rate is 8.9% compared with Appalachia's 7.1%. In Appalachia,
the population grew by 1.1% from 1950 to 1960; in northern New
Mexico the population declined by 3.5% during that period. More
people graduate from high school in Appalachia than in northern
New Mexico, where the number is 29% below the national average.' '
The study used an annual family income of $3000 to separate the
poverty-stricken from the rest of the population-as does the Office
2 To determine how realistic this figure
of Economic Opportunity.
is, a minimum monthly budget for a family of four as determined by
the New Mexico Welfare Department was considered.
Housing (fuel, rent, electricity, etc.)
food
clothing

household supplies

$ 53
115

- $73

27

6.50
$201.50 - $221.50 per month

At this rate a larger family would be unable to attain even the bare
in six in Northern New Mexico
essentials for $3000. Yet, one family
5 3
annum.
per
$1000
makes less than
An average of 45.4% of the families in the sixteen counties have
annual incomes of less than $3000, compared with an average in the
United States of 21.4%. In two of these counties 60% of the families
48. Saiers, supra note 26.
49. Cf Appalachian Redevelopment Act of 1965, 79 Stat. 5.
50. The 16 counties are Colfax, DeBaca, Guadalupe, Harding, Lincoln, McKinley, Mora,
For
Quay, Rio Arriba, Sandoval, San Miguel, Sierra, Socorro, Taos, Torrance and Union.
purposes of this paper, Valencia County is also considered a "depressed" county, although
of
not included in Saiers' study. Its annual per capita income is $1816, below that of several
the counties considered by Saiers.
are
Saiers calls the 16 counties northern New Mexico, although some of the counties
actually in the southern part of the state. See Figure 1.
51. Saiers, supra note 26, at 12-13.
52. OEO, supra note 14, at 5.
53. Saiers, supra note 26, at 13.
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earn less than $3000 per year, in another three over 50% earn less
than $3000 and in another two over 45.4% earn less than the
minimum.5 4 In those sixteen counties, a total of 105,000
people-26,270 families-are living below the poverty level.
Most of those people live in rural areas. Eight of the depressed
counties are entirely rural, i.e., none have a community of over 2,500
people; over half the population of three more counties is rural;
between a third and a half of the population of another six is rural
(see figure 1). In fact, just over 50% of New Mexico's total population lives in a rural area.
Although "northern" New Mexico is predominantly rural, urban
areas do exist. Both types of population groups must be kept in mind
when considering the kinds of legal services programs currently in use
throughout the country.
Kinds of Legal Services ProgramsAvailable
Urban areas. The typical type of legal services organization in
urban areas today is the neighborhood law office, such as now exists
in Albuquerque."
Offices are geographically decentralized, i.e.,
located near the clients themselves. Each is small-staffed by only
one or two full-time attorneys. A central office normally houses the
administrative staff.
Traditionally, legal aid offices had been located close to the courts
and the downtown business sector of the community. However,
these locations had proven inconvenient and unattractive to the
clients. Many urban slumdwellers simply cannot overcome the
psychological barriers that separate them from the "middle class"
54. Percent of families earning less than $3000 per year:
Colfax
DeBaca
Guadalupe
Harding
Lincoln
McKinley
Mora
Quay
Rio Arriba
Sandoval
San Miguel
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union

32.6%
43.7
45.5
33.5
35.0
36.7
68.9
33.6
50.4
58.2
51.4
47.1
42.7
64.5
41.3
36.1

Saiers, supra note 26, at 2.
55. Note, Neighborhood Law Offices: The New Wave in Legal Services for the Poor, 80
Harv. L. Rev. 805, 809 (1967).
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5 6 In
downtown and tie them to their neighborhoods and blocks.
order to become more accessible, the offices have gone into the
neighborhoods.
The goal envisioned by the neighborhood concept is that every poor
resident should think of the neighborhood lawyer as "his" lawyer
and of the neighborhood law office as "his" law firm. Hopefully, the

feeling of a competent professional agent "on his side," ready to

represent him when needed, will bolster the indigent's confidence,
encourage him to assert himself politically and economically, and so
the apathy of the poor and interruptbe a factor in breaking through
5

ing the cycle of poverty. 7

Rural areas. Here, contact between the client and attorney is an
even greater problem. Organizations that provide rural indigents with
legal services must somehow span the physical distance separating the
office and its staff from a rural population, which "because of inaccessibility and other reasons, may not seek out the assistance being
offered."' I
Circuit riders provide legal services to Montana's seven Indian
reservations-one approach to overcoming rural inaccessibility. Four
attorneys are available to Indians living in an area covering over
38,000 square miles-an area larger than Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont combined, yet only slightly more
than half the size of depressed "northern" New Mexico. The circuit
riders maintain regular office hours at each reservation headquarters,
in addition to each county seat in the area served. One of the attorneys must drive 284 miles to visit his five offices.' 9
California Rural Legal Assistance uses a "law bus," which carries
an attorney, a community worker, a secretary and basic office equipment to outlying communities in order to reach California's vast
6
population of migrant farmworkers. o
DNA, discussed previously, has chosen simply to maintain offices
in strategically-located communities throughout the Navajo Indian
Reservation. The people must come to the office. The lawyers live in
the community they serve, and rarely venture from their offices to
meet with a client.
Still another system designed to bring lawyers to the rural poor is
"judicare." A Wisconsin pilot program serves 26 predominantly rural,
56. Id.
57. Id., at 810.
58. Mittelbach & Short, Rural Poverty in the West- Status and Implications, Kan. L. Rev.
453,465 (1967).
59. Richards, Providing Legal Services to Montana Indians, 27 Briefcase 62, 63 (1968).
60. Mittelbach & Short, supra note 57.
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economically distressed counties in northern Wisconsin. Private practicing attorneys provide services to qualifying clients at no charge to
the client. The attorney is paid out of funds provided by OEO on the
basis of 80% of the regular bar fee schedule. "It was the opinion of
the State Bar that the 20 percent reduction was merited as constituting the legal profession's contribution to a deserving program.'61 Each attorney is paid $16 an hour. No one attorney may
receive more than $300 per case, nor more than $3000 per year from
the program. Administrative costs of Judicare are minimal, amounting to 5% of the total budget. It is believed that legal assistance could
be expanded to many more counties with little or no change in the
costs of administration. 6 2
The judicare system is not favored by OEO, however. It is normally more costly than the neighborhood system that maintains
offices and full-time staff attorneys. In 1968, the average cost per
case handled by the Legal Services Program of OEO was $75.37. The
estimated cost per case if handled by a judicare organization is $106.
If the Legal Services Program had operated at this higher cost-percase in 1968 the cost of the program would have been $14 million
more than its actual cost of $36 million. 6 3
Judicare is not only more costly, but also less efficient in its
utilization of its human resources.
Whereas an attorney engaged full-time in representing the interests
of poor people acquires an intimate knowledge of the procedural
and substantive tools available to the poverty lawyer, general practitioners handling only an occasional case in this field are generally
less well equipped to deal as effectively with the same problems.
This is in no sense intended to downgrade the capabilities of general
practitioners, but merely recognizes that like antitrust, labor relations, taxation, and other areas of specialization, the field of poverty
law requires considerable familiarity and sophistication with the
problems it encompasses if the client is to be most effectively
represented. 6 4
Familiarity with poverty problems (e.g., landlord-tenant or consumer
credit) may enable a lawyer to detect a pattern of unlawful conduct
that warrants a test case or class action, whereas "[iI t is unlikely that
widely scattered judicare practitioners having little or no contact
61.
62.
63.
64.

Preloznik, Wisconsin Judicare, 70W. Va. L. Rev. 326, 327 (1968).
Id., at 330-31.
Subcommittee Hearings, supra note 4, at 25.
Id.
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with one another, and only occasional exposure to poverty cases,
'6
would as readily decide upon such a course of action."
Further, the presence of a full-time attorney serving the poor community tends to generate more confidence and trust than the private
practitioner who has traditionally been viewed with some skepticism
and distrust by the poor. "[TI he attorney's ability to be accepted in
the community has an important bearing upon his'capacity to represent the poor effectively."66

OEO has twice turned down judicare-type proposals submitted to
it by the Albuquerque Bar Association for funding. OEO wanted to
give the Bar Association the opportunity to provide a legal services
program, but did not want to fund a judicare system in Albuquerque.6

New Mexico's Needs
The neighborhood concept is inadequate in many rural areas. It
has been estimated that if one neighborhood office were established
in each of Wisconsin's 26 counties presently served by Judicare, the
cost would be twice as much as it is for Judicare (although the
population is more conneighborhood concept is cheaper when the
6 8 In addition, there is the
centrated and fewer offices are required).
problem of accessibility of the services. In a study conducted in
California, over 40% of the low-income individuals interviewed said
they would consult a lawyer more frequently if the law office were
near their home.6 9 Legal services should take the initiative in going
to the people by being situated as closely as possible to those in
need.' 0 "Lower-class people cannot be aided by middle-class devices.
Rather than giving aid, we find that institutions which sit back and
wait for the needy to take the first step only widen the distance that
separates them.... ."'

For neighborhood offices to be accessible to

a rural population, such as much of New Mexico's, large numbers of
offices would have to be established-an expensive proposition.
New Mexico's rural population will be faced with inaccessibility,
however, whether the neighborhood concept is followed or whether
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Boyd, supra note 10.
68. Preloznik, supra note 60, at 347-48.
69. Carlin & Howard, supra note 45, at 427.
70. Id., at 430.
& Zeitz,
71. Id., citing Zeitz, Survey of Negro Attitudes to Law 25, in Blumrosen
Racial DisSecuring Equality: The Operation of the Laws of New Jersey Concerning
crimination (1964) (unpublished manuscript in Rutgers School of Law).
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a system modeled after Judicare is used. The many persons living on
farms and ranches will have to travel considerable distances in some
cases to see a lawyer. Even residents of the many small rural communities will be faced with the prospect of travel unless their community can generate enough business to justify maintaining an office
or to support a private practicing attorney.
Although a program like Wisconsin's Judicare was designed to
serve small towns and rural areas, 2 in parts of New Mexico it could
not work. Judicare presumes the presence of private practicing attorneys. Four counties in New Mexico have no private attorneys.7 3
Others have attorneys located in one small area of the county but
none in the remaining area. A good example is one of New Mexico's
largest counties-Rio Arriba. Five of the county's six lawyers are in
Espanola, situated at the extreme southern end and with a population of approximately 4,400. Over 20,000 people are scattered
throughout the remainder of the county on farms and in small communities, yet only one other attorney can be found-in Chama, near
the Colorado border. In yet another county, Taos, the village of Taos
has fewer than 2500 people. The rest of the county's 17,000 residents must travel out of the mountains-where most of them live-to
Taos, to consult with one of the county's nine attorneys. Taos
County is one of the most depressed in New Mexico, with over 64%
of its families living on less than $3000 per family per year. 7 4
Conclusion
Only six legal services programs exist in the state of New Mexico.
Two of them are in the same city. Of the 17 most depressed counties
in the state, only two have legal services programs. To say that much
work remains to be done to insure that every indigent person has
legal counsel available when he needs it is an understatement.
Legal aid's greatest challenge is reaching rural populations. 7" Over
50% of New Mexico's population lives in rural areas. Most of depressed "northern" New Mexico is rural (see figure 1). However, the
state's urban areas cannot be ignored. Programs must be designed
that will meet the unique needs of each different area. Where people
are widely scattered and normally do not venture from their own
communities, perhaps a law bus will have to be utilized. In other
places, private or public attorneys may be able to spend part of their
72. Cf Preloznik, supra note 60.
73. Catron, Harding, Mora and Sandoval Counties have no attorneys. 3 MartindaleHubbell Law Directory 255-78 (102nd ed. 1970).
74. Supra note 53.
75. See Barvick, Legal Services and the RuralPoor, 15 Kan. L. Rev. 537 (1967).
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time circuit riding, or maintaining a neighborhood office. In addition, private attorneys might be implemented into a judicare-type of
organization.
A state-wide coordinating office should be established by the state
bar with the function of determining exactly which kind of program
each part of the state requires in order to meet the legal needs of the
poor; then the appropriate program should be established- funds
solicited, directors and staff attorneys hired.
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare of the United
States government has made a standing offer to every state to provide 75% of the funding for legal aid programs for welfare recipients
if the state will provide the remaining 25%."6 The organized bar
could be effective in lobbying for state legal aid expenditures. A
state-wide legal coordinating office could assist in submitting funding
proposals to OEO. Experience in submitting such proposals will increase their probability of acceptance.
An organized effort by the state bar to provide legal services to all
of the state's indigents is necessary to overcome the present appalling
paucity of available services. Also, it would necessarily prevent an
inefficient duplication of effort.
In Albuquerque, where about one-fifth of the local bar has volunteered to provide free legal services through its Judicare program, its
efforts are misdirected. A study of legal aid organizations showed
that volunteer committees such as Albuquerque's Judicare are able to
reach fewer than one-eigth as many needing legal aid as do offices
with full-time salaried attorneys. 7 It is remarkable that a thoughtful
concern for the legal needs of Albuquerque's indigent would not
have led the Albuquerque Bar Association to support the more effective Legal Aid Society of Albuquerque. A coordinated state-wide
effort might have avoided the conflict.
Thus far, the state bar has made no organized attempt to provide
legal aid to the state's poor. Outside of Albuquerque and Santa
Fe-which both have legal aid programs-only one community
(Clovis) has a lawyer referral service, and even that is not designed to
funnel indigent clients to lawyers. 7 8
If the state bar does not actively begin to meet the legal needs of
76. See HEW to Fund Legal Aid, 27 Briefcase 144 (1969).
77. E. Brownell, Legal Aid in the United States 117 (1951).
78. The American Bar Association views referral services as "excellent public relations"
vehicles, and as "a good source of business for the local bar." They are not "cut rate
services, and minimum fee schedules are entirely in order." Marden, Lawyer Referral
Services: They are Important to Lawyers and the Public, 43 A.B.A.J. 5 17-18 (1957).
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New Mexico's poor, one wonders who will. Until the needs are met it
will be true of New Mexico what is true generally:
The administration of American justice is not impartial, the rich and
the poor do not stand on an equality before the law, the traditional
method of providing justice has operated to close the doors of the
courts to the poor, and has caused a gross denial of justice in all
parts of the country to millions of persons." 9
Phil Krehbiel*

79. R. Smith, supra note 44.
*The author is a member of the Board of Directors of the Albuquerque Legal Aid
Society.

